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Highlights
• Kernel versions of the keep it simple and straightforward
metric learning method
• Mathematical formulation based on infinite dimensional
covariance matrices for the kernel methods
• A closed-form solution to project on the positive cone in a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space
• Accurate Riemannian optimization method for the projec-
tion
• Nystrom method to approximate a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space before learning a metric
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we devise a kernel version of the recently introduced keep it simple and straightforward
metric learning method, hence adding a novel dimension to its applicability in scenarios where input
data is non-linearly distributed. To this end, we make use of the infinite dimensional covariance ma-
trices and show how a matrix in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space can be projected onto the positive
cone efficiently. In particular, we propose two techniques towards projecting on the positive cone in
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. The first method, though approximating the solution, enjoys a
closed-form and analytic formulation. The second solution is more accurate and requires Riemannian
optimization techniques. Nevertheless, both solutions can scale up very well as our empirical evalu-
ations suggest. For the sake of completeness, we also employ the Nystro¨m method to approximate a
reproducing kernel Hilbert space before learning a metric. Our experiments evidence that, compared
to the state-of-the-art metric learning algorithms, working directly in reproducing kernel Hilbert space,
leads to more robust and better performances.
c© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Unlike many other metric learning techniques such as
Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) Weinberger and Saul
(2009) and Information-Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML)
Davis et al. (2007), the recently introduced method of “Keep
It Simple and Straightforward MEtric” (KISSME) Koestinger
et al. (2012) avoids hefty optimization routines, which makes it
very attractive, if not the first or only choice, in many cases. On
the downside, the KISSME algorithm is designed to work with
explicit and vectorized data. As such, the algorithm is unable to
learn efficiently from non-linear data or if data is not in vector
form (e.g., manifold-value data). In this paper, we provide so-
lutions to both limitations in a principal way and present tech-
niques to kernelize KISSME, making it applicable to a wider
set of problems.
The commonly used Euclidean distance assumes that all fea-
tures are of equal importance, which is almost never the case
in practice. In computer vision, determining a suitable met-
ric plays a pivotal role in various applications such as person
∗∗Corresponding author: Tel.: +61-2-6267-6200;
e-mail: masoud.faraki@data61.csiro.au (Masoud Faraki)
reidentification Xiong et al. (2014); Chen et al. (2015); Zheng
et al. (2015); Cheng et al. (2011), face and kinship verifica-
tion Koestinger et al. (2012); Li et al. (2013); Lu et al. (2014);
Guillaumin et al. (2009); Wolf et al. (2011), and image re-
trieval Song et al. (2016); Hoi et al. (2006), to name a few. In the
literature, the most common practice is to learn a Mahalanobis
distance which ultimately boils down to learning a Symmet-
ric Positive Definite (SPD) matrix from the given data Harandi
et al. (2017). While significant progress has been made over
the years, optimization techniques involving SPD matrices are
notoriously slow and do not scale well if the dimensionality
of the data increases. The beauty of the KISSME algorithm
comes from the fact that the Mahalanobis distance is learned
by one sweep over the data with the dominant computation be-
ing an eigenvalue decomposition. However, and as evidenced
by some recent studies (e.g., Xiong et al. (2014)), non-linearity
associated with high-dimensional data cannot be captured by
the KISSME algorithm, making the algorithm fall short com-
pared to the methods that are efficiently benefiting from such
information.
Contributions: To kernelize KISSME algorithm while pre-
serving its unique features, we make use of the recently intro-
duced infinite dimensional covariance matrices Harandi et al.
(2014); Quang et al. (2014); Faraki et al. (2015) and show how
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a matrix in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) can
be projected onto the positive cone efficiently. In particular,
we propose two techniques towards projecting onto the positive
cone in an RKHS. The first method, albeit approximating the
solution, enjoys a closed-form and analytic formulation. The
second solution is more accurate and requires Riemannian opti-
mization techniques. Nevertheless, both solutions can scale up
very well as our empirical evaluations suggest. Furthermore, to
have the full package, we employ the Nystro¨m method Baker
(1977) to approximate an RKHS and formulate the Nystro¨m
KISSME accordingly.
In our experiments, we demonstrate the benefits of the pre-
sented kernelized KISSME approach over existing metric learn-
ing schemes on the task of person reidentification using the
iLIDS Zheng et al. (2009) and the CAVIAR Cheng et al. (2011)
datasets and kinship verification from unconstrained face im-
ages using the KinFace-I and the KinFace-II datasets Lu et al.
(2014).
Before concluding this part, we emphasize that our method
learns a metric purely from the equivalence constraints (simi-
lar/dissimilar pairs) and does not use class-labels as required by
some other learning techniques (e.g., Song et al. (2016); Ding
et al. (2015); Xiong et al. (2014)).
2. Related Work
Very relevant to our work is the “Keep It Simple and Straight-
forward MEtric” (KISSME) Koestinger et al. (2012) algorithm
that addresses large-scale problems. We will discuss KISSME
in detail in §3 but before that we review some notable examples
of metric learning techniques below.
A goal common to the state-of-the-art metric learning tech-
niques is to make use of discriminative information exist-
ing in training data. Neighborhood Component Analysis
(NCA) Goldberger et al. (2004) learns a Mahalanobis distance
to improve k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classification score in a
supervised manner. To this end, NCA minimizes the expected
value of a stochastic variant of the kNN error. The classifica-
tion model is parameter free, without any assumptions about
the shape of the class distributions or the boundaries between
them, which makes NCA attractive and easy to use.
Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN), learns a global lin-
ear transformation of labeled input data to improve the kNN
classification accuracy Weinberger and Saul (2009). In doing
so, the learned transformation (or equivalently the metric) is
deemed to unite the k-nearest neighbors of each point sharing
the same label while separating instances from different classes
by a margin. Learning the linear transformation is formulated
as a semi-definite programming problem and solved by iterat-
ing between a gradient descent step followed by projecting the
solution onto the positive semi-definite cone.
Davis et al., leverage on the connection between the mul-
tivariate Gaussian distributions and the Mahalanobis met-
rics in their Information-Theoretic Metric Learning (ITML)
method Davis et al. (2007). The method seeks a metric to en-
force the distance between similar pairs to be below the thresh-
old δl while making the distance between dissimilar pairs ex-
ceeding the threshold δu with δl < δu. In ITML, the proximity
between two Mahalanobis metrics is measured by the Kullback-
Leibler divergence of their corresponding distributions.
Guillaumin et al. Guillaumin et al. (2009) propose Logistic
Discriminant Metric Learning (LDML) to tackle the problem
of face verification. The key idea is to find a metric to make
the distances between similar pairs smaller than the distances
between dissimilar pairs. Thereby, a probabilistic estimate de-
picting whether a pair of face images belong to the same person
or not is obtained using the Mahalanobis distance along a lin-
ear logistic discriminant model. The Mahalanobis metric is ob-
tained by maximizing the log-likelihood of the logistic model.
In recent years, deep metric learning has received grow-
ing attention, following the trend of deep Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) in solving large-scale classification prob-
lems Krizhevsky et al. (2012).
Metric Learning and Deep Nets
Similarity and metric learning using deep nets can be traced
back to the advent of Siamese networks Chopra et al. (2005).
Exploiting the objective of successful metric learning algo-
rithms in deep nets is a major trend nowadays Wolf et al. (2011);
Sun et al. (2014). For example, in the spirit of LDML, a two
layer discriminative network for face verification is proposed
in Hu et al. (2014). Mimicking the learning strategy of LMNN
is studied in Ding et al. (2015) where triplets are also considered
during training. Song et al. Song et al. (2016) discuss draw-
backs of pairwise constraints and triplets when combined with
stochastic gradient descent updates in deep nets. In short, given
the small size of batches, the full potential of pairwise or triplet
information cannot be exploited in deep nets. As suggested
in Song et al. (2016), careful construction of batches by the
concept of lifted structured feature embedding, i.e., including
hard triplets during training, leads to significant improvement
in accuracy.
3. Background
Throughout the paper, we use bold lower-case letters (e.g., x)
to denote vectors and bold upper-case letters (e.g., X) to show
matrices. In is the n × n identity matrix. The Frobenius norm of
a matrix is ‖X‖F =
√
Tr(XT X), where Tr(·) indicates the matrix
trace. Sn++ is the space of n × n Symmetric Positive Definite
(SPD) matrices.
Let X be a set. A distance or metric over X is a function
d : X×X → R+ that satisfies the following axioms ∀x, y, z ∈ X
1. d(x, y) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),
2. d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y (distinguishability),
3. d(x, y) = d(y, x) (symmetry),
4. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) (triangle inequality).
Choosing X to be the d-dimensional Euclidean space, the
class of Mahalanobis distances can be defined as
dM(x, y) =
√
(x − y)T M(x − y) , (1)
with M ∈ Sd++.
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The goal of Mahalanobis Metric Learning (MML) is to de-
termine M such that dM(·, ·) endows certain useful properties.
For this purpose, the MML algorithm accepts a set of training
data in the form {(xi, yi, li)}ni=1 with xi, yi ∈ Rd and li ∈ {0, 1} to
determine M. Here, li indicates the similarity label of the pair
(xi, yi), i.e., li = 1 if xi and yi come from the same class and
li = 0 otherwise1.
In KISSME algorithm, which our work is built upon, a dis-
similarity hypothesis is defined as
(xi, yi) = log

1√
2pi|Σd | exp
(
− 12 (xi − yi)T Σ−1d (xi − yi)
)
1√
2pi|Σs | exp
(
− 12 (xi − yi)T Σ−1s (xi − yi)
)  , (2)
where
Σd =
1
#(li = 0)
∑
i,li=0
(xi − yi)(xi − yi)T ,
Σs =
1
#(li = 1)
∑
i,li=1
(xi − yi)(xi − yi)T . (3)
where # denotes the number of samples.
Having a large (xi, yi) indicates that xi and yi are dissimilar,
and vice-versa. With this hypothesis, the Mahalanobis matrix is
obtained as M = Proj(Σ−1s − Σ−1d ) with Proj(·) denoting projec-
tion to the cone of positive definite matrices. Such a projection
is required to have a valid distance. In KISSME, the projec-
tion is obtained by clipping the spectrum of Σ−1s − Σ−1d . That
is given the eigen-decomposition of Σ−1s − Σ−1d as UDUT then
M = UD+UT where D+ = diag(max(di, ε)) with D = diag(di)
and ε being a very small positive number.
4. Our Approach
Let X and k : X×X → R be a set and a positive definite (pd)
kernel defined on X, respectively. According to the Mercer the-
orem, a mapping φ : X → H to a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Space (RKHS)H exists for any pd kernel. Our aim in this sec-
tion is to derive a Mahalanobis distance dH : H ×H → R+ in
the feature spaceH with certain properties.
Suppose {(xi, yi, li)}ni=1 with xi, yi ∈ X and li ∈ {0, 1} be a set
of n training samples. Given a pd kernel k : X × X → R the
Mahalanobis distance inH can be written as
dH (xi, yi) =
√(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)T MH (φ(xi) − φ(yi)) . (4)
To learn MH , we define the likelihood ratio test of the pair
(xi, yi) as
H (xi, yi) = (5)
log

1√
2pi|ΣH ,d |
exp
(
− 12
(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)T
Σ−1H ,d
(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
))
1√
2pi|ΣH ,s |
exp
(
− 12
(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)T
Σ−1H ,s
(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
))
 .
1This is called the restricted metric learning and is more challenging than
the unrestricted scenario where the learning algorithm has access to the class
labels of the samples xi and yi.
Here, the covariance matrices are
ΣH ,d =
1
#(li = 0)
∑
i,li=0
(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)T
,
ΣH ,s =
1
#(li = 1)
∑
i,li=1
(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)(
φ(xi) − φ(yi)
)T
. (6)
With the same line of reasoning as Koestinger et al. (2012),
the Mahalanobis form that maximizes H (·, ·) over the training
samples is obtained by choosing MH = ProjH (Σ−1H ,s−Σ−1H ,d). As
such, we need to answer the following questions to extend the
KISSME algorithm to work inH :
1. How Σ−1H ,s and Σ
−1
H ,d can be obtained inH?
2. How the projection ProjH (·) can be defined efficiently in
H?
3. Having answers to the previous questions at our disposal,
how dH (·, ·) can be obtained efficientlyH?
Below, we address these questions one-by-one.
4.1. Obtaining Σ−1H ,s and Σ
−1
H ,d
In essence, obtaining Σ−1H ,s and Σ
−1
H ,d follow the same proce-
dure. For the sake of simplicity, we describe how in general the
inverse of a covariance matrix, namely Σ−1H in the RKHSH , can
be obtained. In doing so, we start with the familiar Euclidean
space. Given a set of pairs {(xi, yi)}ni=1, we have
Σ =
1
n
∑
i
(xi − yi)(xi − yi)T = Z J JT ZT , (7)
with Z =
[
x1, x2, · · · , xn, y1, y2, · · · , yn
]
and
J JT = 1
n
[
In −In
−In In
]
.
Accordingly, the covariance matrix ΣH in the RKHSH with
dimensionality |H| can be written as
ΣH = ΦZ J JT ΦTZ , (8)
with ΦZ =
[
φ(x1), φ(x2), · · · , φ(xn), φ(y1), φ(y2), · · · , φ(yn)
]
.
The difficulty in obtaining Σ−1H lies in the fact that for uni-
versal kernels (e.g., Gaussian kernel) the dimensionality of
H → ∞. With limited data, ΣH is positive semi-definite and
hence Σ−1H does not theoretically exist. As such, we need to pre-
serve the positive eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors
of ΣH and regularize the zero ones. This can be understood
as the best approximation to ΣH given the set Z. In doing so,
we make use of the relationship between the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the product AAT and AT A.
In particular, let KZ ∈ R2n×2n be the kernel matrix of Z, i.e.,
[KZ]i, j =

k(xi, x j), i, j ≤ n
k(yi, y j), i, j > n
k(xi, y j), otherwise
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Let the SVD decomposition of JT ΦTZΦZ J = JTKZ J be
VZΛZVTZ . The regularized estimate of ΣH then can be writ-
ten Harandi et al. (2014)
ˆΣH = ΦZWZWTZΦ
T
Z + ρIH , (9)
where WZ = JVZ
(
I2n − ρΛ−1Z
)0.5
with ρ being a positive regu-
larizor.
To obtain ˆΣ−1H , we make use of the Woodbury matrix iden-
tity Golub and Van Loan (2012) to arrive at
ˆΣ−1H =
(
ΦZWZWTZΦ
T
Z + ρIH
)−1
=
1
ρ
IH − 1
ρ
ΦZWZΛ−1Z W
T
ZΦ
T
Z .
(10)
This lets us answer the first question, i.e., obtaining Σ−1H ,s −
Σ−1H ,d as
ˆΣ−1s,H − ˆΣ−1d,H =
1
ρ
ΦZdWZd Λ−1ZdW
T
Zd Φ
T
Zd −
1
ρ
ΦZ sWZ sΛ−1Z s W
T
Z sΦ
T
Z s .
(11)
4.2. Projection onto the Positive Cone inH
We note that the form of ˆΣ−1
s,H − ˆΣ−1d,H cannot be directly used
to define a Mahalanobis distance in H . This is because the
difference of two positive definite matrices is not necessarily
positive definite, violating the very basic definition of a metric
given in §3.
In this part, we propose two methods to project ˆΣ−1
s,H − ˆΣ−1d,H
onto the positive cone in H . In the first method, though be-
ing an approximation, the projection can be obtained in closed-
form. The second method relies on Riemannian optimization
techniques and is an iterative scheme. Our experiments suggest
that the solution obtained by the second method is more reli-
able. As such, we recommend to use the first solution only if
the burden of Riemannian optimization techniques is a concern.
Our main idea here is to define an implicit form of a posi-
tive definite matrix and then minimize a measure of similarity
between the implicit form and ˆΣ−1
s,H − ˆΣ−1d,H . More specifically,
with C ∈ Sn++ and trn denoting a set of n training vectors, we
propose to solve the following problem as a means of projection
onto the cone of positive definite matrices inH
arg min
C0
L(C) ,
∥∥∥∥ΦtrnCΦTtrn + ΦZ s AsΦTZ s − ΦZd AdΦTZd∥∥∥∥2F ,
(12)
where As = WZ sΛ−1Z s W
T
Z s and Ad = WZd Λ
−1
ZdW
T
Zd .
Expanding the Frobenious norm and considering only the
terms that include C, we get
L(C) = Tr (KtrnCKtrnC) + 2 Tr (KZ s,trnCKTZ s,trn As) (13)
− 2 Tr (KZd ,trnCKTZd ,trn Ad) + const .
First Solution (The Approximation).
Without considering the constraint C  0, a closed-form solu-
tion can be obtained by setting as
∇C(L(C)) = 0 (14)
⇒ 2KtrnCKtrn + 2KTZ s,trn AsKZ s,trn − 2KTZd ,trn Ad KZd ,trn = 0
⇒ C∗ = K−1trn
(
KTZd ,trn Ad KZd ,trn − KTZ s,trn AsKZ s,trn
)
K−1trn .
Unlike ˆΣ−1
s,H− ˆΣ−1d,H , which is implicit, C∗ has an explicit form.
As such, projecting onto the set of positive definite matrices
can be attained by simply applying the Proj(·) operator (see §3).
We note that the proposed two step approach (minimizing fol-
lowed by projection) does not necessarily provide the closest
point inside the positive cone to ˆΣ−1
s,H − ˆΣ−1d,H , hence the name
approximation. In our experiments, we refer to this method as
CF-K2ISSME .
Second Solution (The Riemannian Approach).
Classical optimization methods generally turn a constrained op-
timization problem into a sequence of unconstrained problems
for which unconstrained techniques can be applied. In contrast,
recent advances in optimization on Riemannian manifolds offer
an alternative if the constraints can be modeled by a Rieman-
nian structure. This is indeed the case here.
Consider a constrained optimization problem in the form of
minimizing f (x) with the constraint that x should lie on a Rie-
mannian manifold M (think of a Riemannian manifold as a
smooth surface embedded in some Euclidean space). This prob-
lem can be understood as an unconstrained problem in the form
f : M → R. Optimization techniques on Riemannian man-
ifolds (e.g., Riemannian Gradient Descent (RGD)) enjoy sev-
eral unique properties (e.g., convergence, smooth behavior) that
make them competent alternatives to classical techniques.
To apply RGD on f :M→ R, one ultimately needs to have
the gradient of f at x, i.e., gradx f ∈ TxM with TxM denoting
the tangent space of M at x. For the problem of our interest,
i.e., minimizing L(C) while satisfying C  0, the Riemannian
structure that describes the constraint is Sn++, e.g. the manifold
of SPD matrices. For a smooth function f : Sn++ → R, the
gradient gradC f ∈ TCSn++ is given by
gradC f = Csym(∇C( f ))C , (15)
where ∇C(·) is the Euclidean gradient w.r.t C and
sym(X) = X + X
T
2
.
We have already computed ∇C(·) in the previous section,
hence applying RGD is straightforward. In our experiments,
we refer to this method as R-K2ISSME . We use the implemen-
tation provided by the Manopt toolbox Boumal et al. (2014) to
determine C.
Figure 1 illustrates the convergence behavior of our R-
K2ISSME algorithm using the iLIDS dataset Zheng et al.
(2009). In all our experiments, we observed that the algorithm
typically converges in less than 30 iterations, thus making it
scalable to learning large metrics. To have a complete picture,
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Fig. 1: Convergence behavior of our R-K2ISSME algorithm.
we report the computational load of our proposal for our last
experiment in §5. Averaging over 10 splits on a quad-core ma-
chine using Matlab, computing the kernel matrix for all samples
takes about 110 seconds. Computing the metric matrix in the
CF-K2ISSME takes 0.7 seconds, making it the preferred tech-
nique when computational cost is important. Finally, perform-
ing 30 iterations in the R-K2ISSME takes near 45 seconds.
The complexity of our methods is mostly dictated by the
computational cost of computing the objective function and
the gradient (or equivalently obtaining C∗). These steps take
O(n3 +n2d+nd2 +n2s+ns2) flops where n, s, d denote the num-
ber of training, similar and dissimilar samples, respectively.
4.3. Efficient Computation of the Mahalanobis Distances inH
Once C is obtained either by the first method or the second
solution, the Mahalanobis distance inH can be obtained as
dH (p, q) =
√(
φ(p) − φ(q))T ΦtrnCΦTtrn(φ(p) − φ(q)) (16)
=
√
kp,trnCkTp,trn − 2kp,trnCkTq,trn + kq,trnCkTq,trn .
which answers our third question.
4.4. The Nystro¨m Solution
In the previous parts, we showed how the KISSME algorithm
can be kernelized. Very related to our goal in this paper is the
concept of approximating the feature map φ of a pd kernel. For
specific kernels (e.g., the Gaussian kernel), such approxima-
tions are known Vedaldi and Zisserman (2012). Hence, one can
obtain a vectorized representation of the kernel space towards
kernelizing the KISSME algorithm.
For more complicated kernel functions, one can employ the
Nystro¨m method to kernelize KISSME. The Nystro¨m method
is a data-driven approach to estimate the RKHS induced by a
kernel. Briefly, let D = {ti}Mi=1 be a collection of M train-
ing samples. A rank D approximation to K = [k(ti, t j)]M×M
can be obtained using SVD as K ' VΣVT . Here, Σ ∈ RD×D
is a diagonal matrix keeping the top D eigenvalues of K and
V ∈ RM×D is a column matrix storing the associated top eigen-
vectors. Having the low-rank representation at our disposal, a
D-dimensional approximation to φ(x) is given by
ˆφ(x) = Σ−1/2V
(
k(x, t1), · · · , k(x, tM)
)T
. (17)
Fig. 2: From left to right four sample images of the iLIDS Zheng et al.
(2009) and the CAVIAR Cheng et al. (2011) datasets are shown, re-
spectively.
Table 1: CMC at rank r on the iLIDS dataset with p = 60 test individuals.
Method r = 1 r = 5 r = 10 r = 20
kLFDA-χ2 36.5% 64.1% 76.5% 88.5%
MFA-χ2 32.6% 58.5% 71.5% 84.5%
LMNN 32.6% 56.2% 68.9% 83.0%
ITML 29.5% 50.3% 62.6% 76.4%
LDML 27.8% 53.2% 67.0% 82.5%
KISSME 30.3% 54.8% 68.3% 83.6%
Nystro¨m-KISSME 33.1% 60.6% 73.2% 86.2%
CF-K2ISSME 37.8% 64.3% 76.5% 88.7%
R-K2ISSME 38.1% 65.0% 78.2% 89.4%
We will call this solution, i.e., obtaining ˆφ(·) followed by ap-
plying the original KISSME algorithm, the Nystro¨m-KISSME
method.
5. Experiments
In this section, we compare our proposed methods with
several state-of-the-art metric learning techniques. In partic-
ular, we evaluate the performance of our R-K2ISSME , CF-
K2ISSME , and Nystro¨m-KISSME against LMNN Weinberger
and Saul (2009), ITML Davis et al. (2007), LDML Guillaumin
et al. (2009), and KISSME Koestinger et al. (2012). As another
indicator, we also measure our performance to dataset-specific
baselines. For all the baselines, we carefully tune their parame-
ters and report their maximum accuracies here.
In all the experiments, we follow the so-called restricted pro-
tocol, where only the set of similar/dissimilar pairs is available
during training. Furthermore, we utilize the parameter-free Chi-
squared kernel depicted below in R-K2ISSME , CF-K2ISSME
and Nystro¨m-KISSME ;
kχ2 (x, y) =
∑
i
2xiyi
xi + yi
. (18)
5.1. Person Reidentification
As our first experiment, we tackled the task of person reiden-
tification using two widely used datasets, namely iLIDS Zheng
et al. (2009) and CAVIAR Cheng et al. (2011). The iLIDS
dataset contains images of 119 pedestrians captured by 8 cam-
eras with different view points in an airport. Each individual has
2 to 8 images, and the dataset exhibits severe occlusions caused
by people and their luggage. The CAVIAR4REID (CAVIAR)
dataset includes 1220 images of 72 different persons captured
from two different cameras in an indoor shopping mall. The
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Table 2: CMC at rank r on the CAVIAR dataset with p = 36 test individuals.
Method r = 1 r = 5 r = 10 r = 20
kLFDA-χ2 36.2% 64.0% 78.7% 92.2%
MFA-χ2 37.7% 67.2% 82.1% 94.6%
LMNN 33.8% 61.9% 78.6% 92.0%
ITML 29.1% 61.4% 75.8% 92.0%
LDML 30.4% 62.5% 77.8% 91.2%
KISSME 31.4% 61.9% 77.8% 92.5%
Nystro¨m-KISSME 37.5% 67.5% 82.5% 95.0%
CF-K2ISSME 38.7% 68.2% 82.9% 95.4%
R-K2ISSME 38.7% 67.1% 80.9% 95.0%
number of images per individual varies from 10 to 20. Sample
images of both datasets are shown in Fig. 2.
In our experiments, we followed the standard single-shot pro-
tocol. That is, the dataset was randomly partitioned into two ex-
clusive subset of individuals, with p individuals constituting the
test set and the remaining ones forming the training data. The
random partitioning was repeated 10 times. In each partition,
one image from each individual in the test set was randomly
selected as the reference image and the rest of the images were
used as query images. This process was repeated 20 times.
As for features, we used the histogram based descriptors
provided by Xiong et al. (2014) for fair comparisons2. More
specifically, each image in the dataset is described by 16-
bin histogram of RGB, YUV and HSV color channels, as
well as texture histograms based on the Local Binary Patterns
(LBP) Ojala et al. (2002) extracted from 6 non-overlapping hor-
izontal bands. This leads to a 2580 dimensional descriptor for
each image.
Aside from the aforementioned MML baselines, we compare
our proposed algorithms with the state-of-the-art kernel Local
Fisher Discriminant Analysis (kLFDA) Xiong et al. (2014) and
Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) Xiong et al. (2014). Assuming
Gaussian distribution for each class and using the Fisher dis-
criminant objective, kLFDA finds a projection matrix to max-
imize the between-class scatters while minimizing the within-
class scatters. MFA is a graph embedding dimensionality re-
duction method which allows to maximize the marginal dis-
criminant even when the class distributions are not Gaussian.
We report performances in terms of the Cumulative Match
Characteristic (CMC) curves for different rank values in Ta-
bles 1 and 2. To obtain CMC curves, a hit for rank k is consid-
ered if the correct class is identified among the k-nearest points
of a query. From Table 1, we observe that our R-K2ISSME
achieves the highest scores for all the studied ranks. On the
CAVIAR dataset, the best reported performance was achieved
using the CF-K2ISSME , while R-K2ISSME works on par with
that. It is worth mentioning that both kLFDA and MFA require
the subject identities during training (i.e., they are unrestricted
approaches) while our proposals do not require such additional
information.
A parameter to take care of in R-K2ISSME and CF-
K2ISSME is the number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors used
2https://github.com/NEU-Gou/kernel-metric-learning-reid
Table 3: Classification accuracies on various subsets of the KinFace-I dataset.
Method F-D F-S M-D M-S Mean
NRML 65.2% 64.7% 65.4% 59.4% 63.7%
LMNN 63.2% 62.7% 63.4% 57.4% 61.7%
ITML 55.2% 58.3% 56.7% 55.6% 56.5%
LDML 57.1% 60.5% 57.4% 57.4% 58.1%
KISSME 65.4% 72.8% 66.7% 65.5% 67.6%
Nystro¨m-KISSME 69.8% 79.8% 70.1% 68.5% 72.1%
CF-K2ISSME 70.9% 79.8% 69.4% 66.0% 71.5%
R-K2ISSME 71.3% 79.5% 73.7% 69.4% 73.5%
to establish WZ (see Eq. (10)). A similar parameter in con-
ventional KISSME and Nystro¨m-KISSME is the dimension-
ality of PCA (required as a preprocessing step) and rank of
Nystro¨m approximation, respectively. In Fig. 3, we analyze the
sensitivity of R-K2ISSME , CF-K2ISSME , Nystro¨m-KISSME
and KISSME over the aforementioned parameters on the iLIDS
dataset. Both R-K2ISSME and CF-K2ISSME generate demon-
strate a robust and increasing performances when most of the
energy is preserved. In contrast, the performance of Nystro¨m-
KISSME and KISSME may drop if more than 90% of energy
is preserved.
As an indicator, on the iLIDS dataset, the deep net proposed
in Ding et al. (2015) achieves 52.1%, 68.2%, 78.0%, and 88.8%
at rank 1, 5, 10, and 20, respectively. Interestingly, our method
performs on par or better than the deep solution for rank 5, 10,
and 20 while underperforming at rank 1. This shows a potential
research direction by incorporating the proposed technique in a
deep net to benefit from deep architectures.
5.2. Kinship Verification
We performed another experiment to verify kinship relations
from facial images. To this end, we made use of the KinFace-
I dataset Lu et al. (2014) (see Fig. 4). The dataset contains
images of four kin types: Father-Son (F-S), Father-Daughter
(F-D), Mother-Son (M-S), and Mother-Daughter (M-D).
The coordinates of eyes in each face image are manually la-
belled, and facial regions are cropped and aligned into 64 × 64
templates. Then, histogram equalization is applied to mitigate
the illumination variation. We have used the provided Local
Binary Patterns (LBP) Ojala et al. (2002) features in our ex-
periments. More specifically, each face image is divided into
blocks of size 16 × 16 and for each block a 256 dimensional
LBP histogram is extracted. The extracted histograms are fi-
nally concatenated to form a 4096 dimensional descriptor.
In Table 3, we compare our proposed algorithms against the
baselines and the state-of-the-art NRML Lu et al. (2014) on the
KinFace-I dataset Lu et al. (2014). R-K2ISSME , CF-K2ISSME
and Nystro¨m-KISSME outperform the state-of-the-art NRML
by a large margin. For example, the gap between R-K2ISSME
and NRML is near 10%. We also note that R-K2ISSME , CF-
K2ISSME and Nystro¨m-KISSME are superior to the other met-
ric learning baselines.
In Table 4, we provide the results on the KinFace-II
dataset Lu et al. (2014). Here, our R-K2ISSME again achieves
the highest accuracy with CF-K2ISSME being the second best.
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Fig. 3: Rank x scores vs retained variance of the data on the iLIDS dataset Zheng et al. (2009) where x is 1, 5, 10, 20.
Fig. 4: Examples of the KinFace-I and KinFace-II datasets Lu et al.
(2014). From left to right two examples are shown in each column for
kinship relations: F-D, F-S, M-D, and M-S, respectively.
Table 4: Classification accuracies on various subsets of the KinFace-II dataset.
Method F-D F-S M-D M-S Mean
NRML 69.5% 69.0% 69.0% 69.8% 69.5%
LMNN 68.5% 68.0% 67.0% 68.8% 68.2%
ITML 63.6% 69.2% 63.4% 64.2% 65.1%
LDML 65.6% 68.0% 66.0% 65.8% 66.4%
KISSME 72.0% 68.6% 68.6% 68.6% 70.4%
Nystro¨m-KISSME 62.6% 64.1% 72.6% 70.2% 67.4%
CF-K2ISSME 73.0% 77.5% 69.2% 70.2% 72.5%
R-K2ISSME 75.6% 78.4% 68.6% 73.2% 74.0%
Both R-K2ISSME and CF-K2ISSME comfortably outperform
the state-of-the-art NRML Lu et al. (2014) method3.
5.3. Action Similarity Matching
As our last experiment, we considered the task of action sim-
ilarity recognition using the ASLAN dataset Kliper-Gross et al.
(2012). The dataset contains 3,697 unique human action clips
collected from YouTube, spanning 432 categories (see Fig. 5
for example frames). The benchmark protocol is a binary pair
matching and the goal is to decide whether two videos present
the same action or not. The sample distribution across the cat-
egories in the benchmark is quite unbalanced, with 116 cate-
gories possessing only one video clip. Furthermore, categories
included in the test sets are not available during training.
An action is represented by spatio-temporal bag-of-words
descriptor Laptev et al. (2008) with a codebook of size 5,000
evaluated individually on three different types of descriptors,
3We note that a recent study by Lo´pez et al. discusses the bias in the KinFace
dataset. Since our main goal here is to compare our proposal with other metric
learning techniques, the bias does not harm the conclusions made here.
Fig. 5: Examples of the ASLAN dataset Kliper-Gross et al. (2012).
Table 5: Matching accuracies on various descriptors of the ASLAN
dataset Kliper-Gross et al. (2012).
Method HoG HoF Hnf
Baseline Kliper-Gross et al. (2012) 54.2% 54.0% 54.5%
LMNN 55.9% 53.5% 56.0%
ITML 55.6% 53.9% 55.9%
LDML 57.3% 56.5% 58.0%
KISSME 55.2% 52.8% 55.7%
Nystro¨m-KISSME 55.6% 53.3% 56.0%
CF-K2ISSME 57.3% 57.8% 57.5%
R-K2ISSME 57.9% 58.3% 58.2%
namely Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG), Histogram of
Optical Flow (HoF) and a combination of both (HnF). We fol-
lowed the standard matching protocol on this dataset which
makes use of 10 predefined splits of data. There are 12,000
samples including 5,400 training and 600 testing pairs of action
videos in each split.
In Table 5, we compare our proposed algorithms against the
baselines on the ASLAN dataset. Here, our R-K2ISSME again
achieves the highest accuracies, while the closed-form solution
works on par with it. Compared to the conventional KISSME,
the Nystro¨m-KISSME offers a better recognition rate, demon-
strating benefits of analysis in the estimated RKHS in this
method. Lastly, for this larger-scale problem the LDML base-
line works very competitively to our R-K2ISSME .
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we kernelized the recently introduced “Keep
It Simple and Straightforward MEtric” (KISSME) algorithm.
This not only enables us to deal with non-linearity in data
but also provides a principal way to employ KISSME on non-
vectorized data (e.g., manifold-value data). Along the way,
we developed two methods (a closed-form and a Riemannian
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optimization based method) to project a matrix into the posi-
tive cone in an RKHS. As our last experiment suggests, when
the computational load is important and larger scale problem
is considered, the closed-form method can be the method of
choice to obtain a more efficient (though approximated) solu-
tion. We also developed an approximated solution based on
the Nystro¨m method towards kernelizing KISSME. Our ex-
periments demonstrate consistent improvements of the kernel-
ized solutions over the original KISSME and other baselines.
Given the importance of dimensionality reduction in the orig-
inal KISSME algorithm, in the future we plan to combine di-
mensionality reduction and metric learning in an RKHS to
achieve a more robust solution.
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